1st Grade - Classroom Library
There are many more books available.
Check our other grade level Classroom Libraries for additional book titles.

*Dr. Bird to the Rescue
Arizona Highway Book
Author - Donald J. Smith
List Price - $12.95
Reading level: Ages 9-12
Hardcover: 32 pages

Wonderful read aloud book that will generate a good
discussion about how plants, animals, and people can
help each other. The story tells of a sick saguaro and
how he tries to get other desert animals to help him. He
finally finds “a buddy” – a gila woodpecker - to help
him get better. It goes on to tell how they benefit each
other. Nice Illustrations with extra photos and facts at
end of book. Some additional characters are a collared
lizard, cactus wren, and elf owl.

*Creatures of the Desert World
Natl. Geog. Society Book
List Price - $16.00
Reading level: Ages 4-8
Hardcover: 16 pages

Great pictures – Pop-Up Book - Not many pages but a
lot to discuss on each page along with tabs to lift and
pull to reveal more animals. Great look at a desert
habitat - both above and below ground. Text gives a lot
of information.

*One Small Square Cactus Desert
Author - Donald M. Silver
Illustrated by - Patricia J Wayne
List Price - $8.95
Reading level: Ages 4-8
Paperback: 48 pages

1.

Desert safety rules - What you find living in a SaguaroAlso includes activities and experiments - Index with
pronunciation for some words - Lots of detail - Good
information
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*A Desert Habitat
Authors - Kelley Macaulay
and Bobbie Kalman
List Price - $6.95
Reading level: Ages 4-8
Paperback: 32 pages

Written very simply so it is easy for small children to
understand. Defines a habitat. There are pages about
plants, animals and weather of the Sonoran Desert.
Discusses animal homes above and below ground and
the night life in the desert. Includes a glossary and
index with pictures and simple words. Great Photos.

Desert Night Shift
Author - Conrad Storad
Illustrated by - Nathasiel P. Jensen
List Price $15.95
Reading level: Ages 4-8
Hardcover: 30 pages

Here is a story of a pack rat in rhyming poem form. It
tells of the dangers pack rats encounter as they venture
out at night to hunt and collect items. Their home is
described. This information is given in a cute story
about a little pack rat looking for a special item to give
to her granny. Animals introduced are: elf owl, coyote,
ring-tail, & snakes. Last pages are facts and glossary.
Inviting, colorful, fanciful pictures.

*Desert Giant The World of the Saguaro Cactus
Reading Rainbow Book
Author - Barb Bash
List Price - $6.95
Reading level: Ages 4-8
Paperback: 28 pages

2.

Bright colorful pictures. Shows and tells how both
animals and people benefit from the saguaro. Describes
how people harvest and use the saguaro fruit. Several
pages about decomposition of the saguaro at the end
of its lifecycle. Gives pronunciation key for unfamiliar
words. Many interesting facts stated in a way that
young children can understand.

* Indicates that the book’s topic is specific to the DBG School Tour.

